2,000 Architects and Engineers Ask:

Trust Your Eyes, the Fact , and the Laws of Physics
World Trade Center Building 7:
A 47-story skyscraper NOT hit by an airplane that
was the third towe r destroyed on September 11th.
The destruction of WTC 7 has all the characteristics of a
CONTROllED DEMOLITION with explosives:
• The building fell almost symmetrically straight down in less
than 7 seconds - and at free-fall acceleration for 8 stories admitted by the National Institute of Standards and Technology
(NIST).
• The overall building mass falls uniformly through what was
the path of greatest resistance. This requires a precisely
timed, patterned removal of critical columns.
• The kink in the roof line is characteristic of a demolition
timing sequence where the walls are collapsing inward.
The structure of a large, fireproofed steel-framed building
cannot be completely destroyed by ISOLATED POCKETS OF
FIRE nor by "thermal expansion" as claimed by NIST.
A single, localized failure . i.e., NIST's unseated girder, could not
cause the systematic and total FAILURE OF 400 OTHER
STRUCTURAL STEEL CONNECTIONS PER SECOND.
Numerous incidents and recorded statements reveal
FOREKNOWLEDGE. These include a countdown, warnings,
and announcements from both CNN and the BBC of the
"collapse" ... before it even happened!

Evidence Excluded from the NIST Report
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Mostofthe
debris ended
up in this
compact pile centered within
the original
footprint.
The 47-story steel -framed structure was
dismembered and reduced to a small
pile only a few stories high - with near
complete destruction - unmistakable signs
of a controlled demolition with explosives.
Extremely high temperatures far above
those of normal office fires, persisted for
weeks in the pile, as indicated by various
sources (e.g . infrared images by MTI,
EarthData and NASA) .
The Federal Emergency Management Agency
(FEMA) documented in Appendix Cof its report

a "severe high temperature corrosion
attack on the steel" - sulfur and molten iron
penetrated into the
steel. Office/jet
fuel fires cannot
account for this.
Other research
revealed the
signature of
thermite, which
creates molten
iron .
FEMA's May 2002 report acknowledged
that its hypothesis that fire caused the
destruction had only a "low probability
of occurrence" and that "further
investigation and analysis were required",
although by that time, almost all WTC
7 steel crime scene evidence had
already been illegally removed and
destroyed.

O The structural steel frame below would have arrested any

O
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calla pse from above, but the destruction zone not only
proceeded symmetrically downwards, it even accelerated
constantly through what was the path of greatest resistance 400 heavy steel columns.
Extremely rapid onset of destruction.
Blast pressure front effects: multi-ton steel sections
ejected laterally - up to 600 ft. away at 50 mph .

Mid-air pulverization of 180,000 tons of concrete. Large
volumes of metal decking, floor trusses and "pancaked"
floors were also missing .
Massive volumes of rapidly expanding pyroclastic-like clouds.
0 Isolated high velocity ejections, indicating explosives, also
seen 20 - 60 stories below the progressing destruction zone .
Heavy structural
f) Complete destruction of the buildings, including shattering of almost
all structural frames.
steel pieces were
fi) Evidence for extremely high temperatures (2800°F) before, during,
ejected laterally,
and after the destruction.
many of them leaving
0 Evidence of thermite found in previously molten metal, WTC dust and steel. rapidly expanding
@ Sophisticated, energetic nanothermite composite material discovered
dust and smoke
and documented in WTC dust samples.
trails - a geometry
ff) Over one hundred first responders reported explosions and
caused by explosives flashes of light.
not gravitational collapse
@ No precedent for skyscraper collapse due to fire .

The Truth is in the Evidence

FDNY and others found
several tons of "molten
steel .. .flowing like lava " in
the ruins. 1400°Foffice fires
cannot produce 2800+°F
molten steel/iron. Thermite
incendiaries can.

Microspheres formed from
molten iron and other
elements were found in
the WTC dust by USGS,
the RJ Lee Group, EPA, and
independent scientists.
Thermite reactions account
for the ubiquitous spheres.

WTC dust samples
contain small chips of
highly energetic na no the rm it e composite
materials - uniformly
nano -sized, appropriately
proportioned, and embedded
in an organic matrix with
gas-generating properties.

> For more information, visit AE 1Truth.ora
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Over 2.000 architects & engineers are calling for
a new, genuine, independent investigation.

Architects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth
Architects & Engineers for 9/11 Truth is a non-profit corporation - a non -partisan
association of architects, engineers, and affiliates dedicated to exposing the falsehoods and
revealing truths about the destruction of the 1 World Tra de Center high -rises on 9/11/01.
Visit our website. Educate yourself. Take action!

Why We Are Re-Examining the Destruction of the

World Trade Center

There was never a proper investigation. NIST and FEMA excluded critical forensic evidence that
is described in this and other documents at AE911Truth. We at AE911Truth have assessed the
forensic evidence.
The evidence exposes the fraudulent official reports by the 9/11 Commission, FEMA, and NIST
(National Institute of Standards and Technology). Every week architects, engineers, and others
continually sign our petition calling for a new investigation. Join Us!

Learn More at AE

Truth.org

A vast array of information and resources is available on our website, including informative
DVDs that feature dynamic multimedia presentations
by Richard Gage, AIA, and many other experts.

The DVDs

The Website

' ' AE911Truth exposes NIST falsehoods - A localized failure in a steel-framed building like WTC 7
cannot cause a catastrophic collapse like a house of cards at free- fa/I acceleration without a
simultaneous and patterned loss of several of its columns at key locations within the building. ' '
- Kamal Obeid, PE, Structural Engineer
' ' The destruction was too symmetrical to have been eccentrically generated. Th e destruction
was symmetrically initiated to cause the buildings to come apart as they did. ' '
- Harry Robinson Ill, FAIA, Architect

ARCH lTECTS
& ENGINEERS
for 9 I 11 T RU T H

Become a Member and Support Us

AE

Truth.org

a 501 (c) 3 CA non - profit corporation
TXT "HelpAE" to 28594 to Donate Today!

2342 Shattuck Av enu e, Suite 189, Berkeley, CA 94704 (510) 292-4710

"A REPUBLIC, IF YOU CAN KEEP IT." - BENJAMIN FRANKLIN
"September 11, 2001 seems destined to be the watershed event of our
lives and the greatest test for our democracy in our lifetimes. The
evidence of government complicity in the lead-up to the events, the
failure to respond during the event, and the astounding lack of any
meaningful investigation afterwards, as well as the ignoring of evidence
turned up by others that renders the official explanation impossible, may
signal the end of the American experiment." - Lt. Col. Shelton F.
Lankford, U.S. Marine Corps (ret), PatriotsQuestion911.com
AE911Truth .org evidence (Internet-search the titles):
-- "Solving the Mystery of WTC 7", 15:00, Ed Asner
-- "North Tower Exploding", 05:32, David Chandler
-- "NIST Finally Admits Freefall Part 3", 10: 18, Chandler
-- "The Great Thermate Debate", 14:28, Jonathan Cole
Technical evidence details on Building 7 free fall:
-- "NIST Finally Admits Freefall", parts 1-3, Chandler
-- "NIST NCSTAR 1A", PDF, Sec. 2.4
-- journalof911 studies.com-->Letters-->Pepper, Jan'14
Recommended 9/11 evidence documentaries:
-- "9/11: Explosive Evidence - Experts Speak Out"
-- "September 11 - The New Pearl Harbor", parts 1-3

Building 7

"It [9/11) has been used to justify all manners of measures to legalize
repression at home and as a pretext for behaving as an aggressive
empire abroad . Until we demand an independent, honest, and thorough
investigation and accountability for those whose action and inaction led
to those events and the cover-up, our republic and our Constitution
remain in the gravest danger." - Lt. Col. Shelton F. Lankford
Please sign the AE911Truth.org petition for a new 9/11 investigation:
-- ae911truth.org/signatures/general.html (fill out the bio and 9/11
statement sections with "zzz ... " if necessary)
An investigation supporting the 9/11 families -- the original 9/11 truthers.
"We must applaud Mr. Richard Gage and his colleagues, Architects and
Engineers for 9/11 Truth [AE911 Truth .erg], for their tenacity in seeking to
answer lingering questions concerning the total destruction of the World
Trade Center complex ... As family members of 9/11 victims, we have
been seeking truth and transparency since 2001 ! Almost nine years later,
in spite of the NIST Investigation and the 9/11 Independent Commission,
a vast majority of our questions remain unanswered ." - Patty
Casazza, Lorie Van Auken, Mindy Kleinberg, Monica Gabrielle, " 'Jersey
Girls' Support Architects and Engineers for 9/11 Truth", 911 blogger.com

PCC 9/ 11 Studies Club
Sylvania Campus
911 studics.sy@pcc.edu
J.T. Waldron
August 5th. 2015
The Honorable Charlie Hales and
Members of the Portland City Council
1221 SW 4th Ave
35 East University Blvd.
Portland, OR 97204
Dear Mayor Hales and Council Members,
Thank you for taking the time to listen to Marvin Sannes' brief address regarding
destruction or World Trade Center 7. Mr. Sannes mentioned some of the costs resulting from the
failure of a forensic criminal investigation into the murders on September 11, 2001.
The tragedy of 9/11 was cynically used to ultimately subvert the U.S. Constitution
through the Homeland Security Act, the USA PATRIOT Act and the 2012 National Defense
Authorization Act. 9/11 was used to promote widespread prejudice against Arabs and Muslims
and the tacit acceptance of unilateral attacks against Afghanistan, Iraq, Pakistan, Libya, Yemen
and Syria. We have killed millions. Using 9/11 for justification, modern American leaders
advance their perceived right to violate constitutional law with arrests and abductions absent clue
process. massive surveillance of all electronic communications of U.S. citizens. and a de facto
star chamber calling for cxtntiudicial assassinations of U.S. citizens.
On a daily basis, the City of Portland endures harsh economic costs while managing the
predicament of many people. projects and neighborhoods or this city. All arc picking over
limited resources subject to the economic scarcity of a war-torn economy. A substantial chunk of
these costs arc derived from the failure to adequately investigate the crimes of 9/ 11.
Conservative estimates of a 20 I 3 Harvard Study find economic costs or the ,vars in
Afghanistan and Iraq alone to be six trillion dollars. As Mr. Sannes has indicated. it's much
more.
In the near future, we would like to provide additional information and ask that Mayor
and Council hold two study sessions to become better acquainted with the information provided
by scientists, architects and engineers whose research into the events of 9/11 has led them to call
for a new investigation into the events of 9/ l I.

Our aim is to obtain a resolution calling for a science-based criminal investigation into
the crimes of September 11th, 200 I.
Sincerely.
J.T. Waldron

Moore~Love, Karla
From:
Sent:
To:
Subject:

Marvin Sannes <marvinsannes@msn.com>
Tuesday, June 30, 2015 10:56 AM
Council Clerk - Testimony
aug. 5th

This to confirm 9:30, Aug. 5th, 'communication' to the City Council. We will show
a (1) minute video and a 2 minute talk on the dynamics of the video, and will need
to plug in a P/C to your audio/visual. Thx.
Marvin Sannes 503 8516055 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=A49a9pXwDQs
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Request of Marvin Sannes to address Council regarding destruction of World
Trade Center 7 (Communication)
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COMMISSIONERS VOTED
AS FOLLOWS:
YEAS

MARY HULL CABALLERO
1. Fritz
Deputy

2. Fish
3. Saltzman
4. Novick
Hales

NAYS

